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Abstract

Location data associated with wireless sensor networks represents critical information. Current developments in
localization algorithms employed in industrial wireless sensor networks seek to adopt positioning methods that are
more robust and stable, and more accurate and efficient while requiring a minimum of resources. Therefore, the
present study capitalizes on the industrial wireless sensor network that has a strong correlation between applications
to propose a positioning method design based on a Monte Carlo localization algorithm that is ideally suited to the
narrow channel environment encountered in underground mining activities. The proposed positioning method offers
very low computational complexity, which greatly reduces the use of network resources. Simulation experiments
demonstrate that the proposed Monte Carlo localization algorithm provides strong stability and relatively high
positioning accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a number of
advantages, such as low cost, simple deployment, and
network structures featuring self-organization proper-
ties and dynamic characteristics. As a result, WSNs are
widely adopted in numerous applications, such as mili-
tary, medical, environmental monitoring, logistics and
transportation, and space exploration. Positioning tech-
nology represents a critical application of WSNs, where
objects within the sensor field are located according to
network connectivity, rather than by physically measur-
ing distances and angles. However, sensor network
node location information is essential in most position-
ing applications because coherent positioning within
the sensor field cannot be obtained under a lack of
node location data. While a number of advanced node
localization algorithms have been developed, such as
the distance vector hop (DV-Hop) algorithm [1, 2],
convex programming [3, 4], and multi-dimensional
scaling mapping (MDS-MAP) [5], these algorithms re-
quire a centralized location. As such, positioning

technology employing WSNs still requires further de-
velopment. Positioning applications of WSNs are par-
ticularly critical in mining environments. Here, the
detailed real-time location of personnel and equipment
is essential to strengthen management operations and
reduce accidents. However, GPS positioning devices are
prohibitively expensive and cannot be used under-
ground. Underground positioning applications must
employ node localization algorithms that are relatively
simple to implement, are suitable for long-term use,
and provide stable positioning results with high preci-
sion. In response to the requirements of this challen-
ging environment, the present work proposes a narrow
channel Monte Carlo localization (NCMCL) algorithm.

2 Problem description
Coal mines employ narrow roadways, where the road-
way width (i.e., 2–10 m) is generally much less than
the length of the roadway. For example, the Shitanj-
ing mining face of the Shenhua Ningxia Coal Industry
Group Co. employs two full-length roadways back to
the wind tunnels that are 692 m in length and 3 m
in width [6]. For WSN positioning, anchor nodes of
known position are uniformly deployed in the road-
way and are fixed at one side of the mine tunnel. By
equipping personnel and equipment with network
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nodes, the positions of personnel and equipment can
be tracked in real time relative to the positions of an-
chor nodes based on the location data transmitted to
the management center.

3 Existing research
The Monte Carlo localization (MCL) method for
WSNs is a posterior probability model with very good
positioning accuracy and efficiency. Monte Carlo
localization prediction method is conducted by repeat-
ing two steps to continuously update the position of
mobile nodes. These include a prediction step, where
the sampling point location of a mobile node updates
the sample points and calculates the position of the fil-
ter updates. Hu and Evans proposed an MCL algorithm
[7] that provided a stable orientation, but its sampling
and downhole environment misplaced process necessi-
tated a high degree of computational complexity. Sub-
sequently, Baggio and Langendoen proposed a Monte
Carlo localization boxed (MCB) positioning method
[8] that made full use of the two-hop node collar
ranks, and provided enhanced positioning accuracy
and reduced computational complexity relative to earl-
ier methods. However, their misplaced methods are in-
effective in an underground environment, and the
computational complexity remains excessive. To ac-
commodate this particular environment, the above two
methods were combined to propose the center MCL
algorithm, which takes full advantage of high-precision
Monte Carlo methods in conjunction with a simple po-
sitioning method, in addition to the underground loca-
tion when the effect is not obvious and there is no part
of the effect.
The application environment is extremely relevant to

the performance of a WSN localization algorithm, where
each localization algorithm has its own characteristics,
and no single algorithm can guarantee optimum per-
formance under all conditions [9]. Moreover, the per-
formance of a given positioning algorithm can vary
widely under different application environments. There-
fore, the design of WSN localization algorithms must be
conducted in conjunction with the actual environment
of the application.
Both MCL and MCB positioning methods adopt sto-

chastic models of nodes moving in three dimensions.
Another proposed method [10] is based on the motion
before the node position prediction node to locate sev-
eral points, but only roadway in both directions node
only one direction to move in two directions. Therefore,
positioning than MCL, MCB, and the positioning method
in [10] are more simple random in both directions. Each
location algorithm-based MCL node location is required
to obtain a sample, and then filtered sample coordinates
are not anchor node signals overlapping coverage areas

point. Algorithms then look at whether there is enough
of a sample point. If the sample is not enough, repeat
the sampling point and expand the sampling region. Fi-
nally, the positions of the nodes are calculated accord-
ing to the weight of the sample points. These methods
specific to a single-node computation mine were a bit
big and are therefore not conducive to the long-term
use of nodes. The roadway sampling area is itself small,
and a paper filter that eliminates the need for the sam-
pling step in the practical application of these algo-
rithms might be more effective.
A WSN localization algorithm requires ranging di-

vided into two categories based on the positioning and
orientation ranging without ranging. Location-based dis-
tances are determined by measuring the distance be-
tween nodes and the angle information between nodes,
and then trilateral ranging, triangulation, or maximum
likelihood estimation methods are employed to locate
the node itself. Typical distance-based localization algo-
rithms include received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
[11], time of arrival (TOA) [12], time difference of ar-
rival (TDOA) [13], and angle of arrival (AOA) [14, 15].
Ranging technology based on location positioning has
particular advantages, particularly in low-power, low-
cost applications.

4 Proposed algorithm
WSN localization algorithms are shorter than the MCB
and MCL time higher positioning accuracy. MCB has
higher sampling and filtering efficiency than MCL be-
cause the sampling region adopted by MCB has a
smaller area than that adopted by MCL. In addition, the
reason why MCB filter sampling point is because when
there is less anchor node sampling area out of a portion
of the anchor node of the signal will overlap the cover-
age area. In MCB, the mobile node can receive signals
from anchor nodes outside the area covered by each to
form a rectangle. Then, the area-circumscribed rectangle
is covered by a section of all other anchor boxes, usually
in addition to the anchor box anchor signal node mutual
coverage area outside the region, as well as some re-
gional or no signal coverage area with only a few anchor
nodes. Therefore, the MCB position still requires filter
methods. This paper considers that targeting efficiency
will be greatly improved if the sampling area lies inside
the overlapping coverage areas of anchor node signals,
such that filtration and repeated sampling can be com-
pletely eliminated. The proposed algorithm is presented
as follows.
Figure 1 illustrates the anchor node distribution of a

narrow mine roadway of width w, where A and B are
two anchor nodes separated by a distance d, with an
equivalent node communication radius r. The anchor
nodes are separated by cloth on the side of the roadway,
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and the inter-node communication radius of the two an-
chors overlap for d < 2r. In addition, the anchor box
length and width are limited by the value of w. A node
between the two anchors festival movement will form
the anchor box (with collar ranks hop node of the
current node as a reference to calculate the center of
these nodes in three positions, depending on the loca-
tion, the center coordinates origin plus up and down each
to half the width of the roadway, forming the anchor box
boundary), i.e., in the vicinity of the anchor node to the an-
chor node as an anchor formed in the center box C, near
the center when the two anchor nodes will be the center
point coordinates of the center to form an anchor box. If
an anchor box region is accordingly defined, the maximum
error of locating a mobile node in the middle of the anchor
box is ε = d/4 +w/2.
For example, setting r = 50 m, w = 5 m, and d = 25 m,

resulting in four anchor nodes being laid within 100 m,
mobile nodes will form an anchor box at seven locations
when moving over this 100-m distance. Therefore, accord-
ing to the previously stated formula for ε, the theoretical
maximum possible location error of mobile nodes is less
than ε = 25/4 + 5/2 = 8.75 m, which will be smaller during
actual positioning. The numbers of anchor boxes formed
by mobile nodes over a total 100-m distance are listed in
Table 1 for a varying number of anchor nodes. Analysis in-
dicates that the number of anchor boxes can be defined as
(roadway interval length/anchor nodes + 1) + (roadway
length/anchor node spacing + 1)/2. After the formation of
an anchor box, the box in which the anchor points were
samples. If the current neighbor node list is empty, then

the number of sample points obtained during the last
sampling is examined. If the number is not zero, the esti-
mated positions of the last places as mobile nodes pos-
ition; otherwise, the mobile nodes within communication
range last no anchor nodes, and the location of mobile
nodes is placed at the geometric center of the anchor box.
Here, the neighbor node list is empty only if the anchor
nodes separated by 100 m, laying on the side of the road-
way will produce, namely, the midpoint between the two
mobile nodes and anchor nodes on the other side of the
roadway. Then, mobile nodes from two anchors the dis-
tance between the nodes will exceed the value of r and re-
ceive signals. When the anchor nodes are less than 100-m
placement, a mobile node in the neighbor node list will in-
clude at least one anchor node. Compared to MCL and
MCB, the proposed approach can generate a long anchor
box and offers good sample collection without worrying
too much. As a result, the approach is able to determine
the coordinates of mobile nodes down into the accelerated
speed of positioning, thereby reducing the computational
complexity.
Because mobile nodes can change positions constantly,

this method must be repeatedly run, considering this un-
known reference anchor node can receive signals hop an-
chor nodes. Localization of a mobile node is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where anchor nodes are static nodes whose locations
are known, and the mobile node is a dynamic node whose
location is not known, but which can calculate its own pos-
ition by receiving coordinate data from the anchor nodes.
The computational procedure employed by the pro-

posed NCMCL algorithm can be defined as follows.

4.0.0.1 Prediction stage
(1) First, update the neighbor node list and calculate

the coordinates of the center-hop neighbor list. If
there are distance-hop neighbor nodes and mobile
nodes that are less than a quarter of the distance
between anchor nodes to coordinate the neighbor
node as the center coordinates, the center
coordinates of the origin of the left and right half
of the width of the roadway to the applied to the
width of the roadway width for the anchor box,
forming the anchor box border.

Fig. 1 Anchor box node distribution. The mine has a narrow
roadway, roadway width w, A and B two anchor nodes, the
node communication radius r, anchor nodes separated by cloth
on the side of the roadway d, d less than 2r that any two
anchors inter-node communication radius overlap; the anchor
box width is limited to the roadway width, length is limited to
the roadway width

Table 1 Number of anchor boxes formed by mobile nodes
over a total 100-m distance

Number of anchor
nodes

Anchor node
density

Number of anchor boxes
formed

2 1 3

3 2 5

4 4 7
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(2) Extract from the anchor box 50 sample points.

4.0.0.2 Update stage
(3) If the current sample number is not zero, execute

step 6; if seen that the previous points is 0, the
number of samples is executed by step (4);
otherwise, perform step (5).

(4) The geometric center of the area is taken as the
current position of the mobile node, as obtained
in step (1).

(5) More times the estimated location as the current
location of mobile nodes, execute.

(6) Take all the geometric centers of the sample points
as the current position of the mobile node, as
obtained in step (1).

Communication radii shown in Fig. 1A–C are the an-
chor nodes separated by a 50-m cloth on one side of the
roadway; the node is 50 m.

(1) Using the current mobile node hop collar ranks
anchor node (refer anchor nodes within the
communication range of the current node, hop
collar ranks anchor nodes, and unknown nodes
in (Fig. 2) to calculate the geometrical center of
these anchor nodes.

(2) To the geometric center of the midpoint of each
side plus half the width of the roadway, down to the
roadway width of the border, the Cogo center is
defined as (centX, centY), which is obtained as
follows.

centX ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

Axi centY ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

Ayi ð1Þ

Here, n is the current number of living mobile node
hop collar anchor node, and xi and yi are the ith (i = 1,

Fig. 2 Unknown node location diagram, wherein the anchor node
(anchor node) is a static node location that is known, the unknown
node is a dynamic node, and the other around the anchor node
receives coordinate data to calculate its own position

Fig. 3 Anchor nodes by 100-m intervals comparison chart. From the top anchor node, the spacing was 100 m, chart to see when a node moving
speed changes from 0 m to 100 m accuracy of CMCL positioning is the best; when you can see the positioning accuracy is approximately 100 m
about 50%; when the accuracy of 30%; and 25 m accuracy when completely in 17% or less
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2, …, n) x and y coordinates of the anchor node. Accord-
ingly, centX and centY define the anchor box boundary
as follows.

xmin ¼ centX−tunnelwidth=2 ð2Þ
xmax ¼ centXþ tunnelwidth=2 ð3Þ

ymin ¼ 0

ymax ¼ tunnelwidth

Here,tunnelwidth is the width of the current roadway.

Fig. 4 Anchor node by 50-m interval comparison chart. From the top anchor node, the spacing was 50 m, charting to see when a node’s moving
speed changes from 0 m to 100 m accuracy, in which CMCL positioning accuracy is the best; when the positioning accuracy is approximately about
50%; when the accuracy is less than 50 m accuracy; and when completely in 17% or less

Fig. 5 Anchor node by 25-m interval comparison chart. From the top anchor node, the spacing was 25 m and 10 m; charting to see when a node
moving speed changes from 0 m to 100 m accuracy; when you can see the positioning accuracy is approximately 25 m at about 25%; and when the
accuracy is less
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5 Experiments and discussion
The localization performance of the NCMCL algo-
rithm was evaluated using the MCL-simulator tools
developed by Hu and Evans for Monte Carlo-based
methods [7], and the results obtained were compared
with the results obtained using MCL and MCB under
equivalent conditions.

In the simulation environment, the length of the
roadway was 1000 m, and the value of w was set to
various values, including 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m, while the
value of d was set to various values, including 10 m,
20 m, 25 m, 40 m, 50 m, and 100 m, and r was fixed at
50 m. An unknown number of mobile nodes moved
along the roadway randomly in a single direction, and

Fig. 6 Anchor node by 10-m interval comparison chart. From the top the anchor node, the spacing was 10 m in the comparison chart; when the
node’s moving speed changes from 0 m to 100 m accuracy, in which CMCL positioning accuracy is the best; when the positioning accuracy is
approximately 100 m at about 50%; when the accuracy of 50 m at 30% or less, 25 m accuracy when completely in 17% or less, and 10 m at 10%
or less

Fig. 7 Roadway width of 3 m comparison chart. For roadway width at 3 m under conditions, MCCB precision accuracy is still the best. It can be
seen that coverage area is much larger than the width of the roadway, and with the roadway width becoming smaller, the positioning accuracy
of the positioning method has all the mentioned precision at about 10%
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then moved in the opposite direction when arriving at
one of the two endpoints of the roadway. The initial
speed of motion increased from 0 m per time interval
to a maximum speed of 2r m per time interval. The
number of samples was uniformly set to 50 sample
points.

The localization errors (ε/r) are obtained for w = 5 m,
and d values of 100 m, 50 m, 25 m, and 10 m are given
in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. We note that the
NCMCL positioning accuracy was substantially better
than those of either MCL or MCB, particularly with de-
creasing d. We also compared the positioning accuracy

Fig. 8 Roadway width at 5 m comparison chart. For a roadway width at 5 m under conditions, MCCB precision accuracy is still the best. As can
be seen, the coverage area is much larger than the width of the roadway, and with the roadway width becoming smaller, the positioning accuracy of
the positioning method has all the mentioned precision at about 10%

Fig. 9 Roadway width at 10 m comparison chart. For roadway width at 10 m under conditions, MCCB precision accuracy is still the best. It can
be seen that the coverage area is much larger than the width of the roadway, and with the roadway width becoming smaller, the positioning
accuracy of the positioning method has all the mentioned precision at about 10%. Comparing positioning accuracy under different conditions of
the roadway width, the roadway length is fixed at 1000 m; roadway widths are set to 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m; and the anchor node spacing is
fixed at 25 m
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obtained for d = 25 m under different w values of 3 m,
5 m, and 10 m in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. Again,
we note that the positioning accuracy of the proposed
NCMCL method is considerably better than that of
MCL and MCB at all values of w considered. It can be
seen that the coverage area is much greater than the
value of w as w decreases.
The positioning times required for the NCMCL, MCL,

and MCB localization methods are compared in Fig. 10
for w = 5 m, d = 25 m, and with an unknown number of
mobile nodes set as 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. As can be
seen from the figure, NCMCL requires a small fraction
of the processing time required by the other two posi-
tioning methods. We note that MCL was particularly
slow. Here, MCL extracted from a hop collar communi-
cation area ranks among the anchor node samples, and
each sample must be drawn with a hop and two-hop an-
chor nodes to filter the sample extracts 20,000 times in
the worst case. Moreover, obtaining a sufficient number
of samples is not guaranteed.

6 Conclusions
6.1 Algorithm comparison
In addition, while MCB has reduced the sampling area re-
quirements, which facilitating a higher sampling efficiency
than MCL, it has the same filtering requirements as
MCL and is therefore much slower than NCMCL.
Here, NCMCL adopts a sample of fixed size from the
area, and the extracted sample is not filtered, which
makes sampling NCMCL just run it again, resulting in
a greatly reduced computational complexity than the

other two positioning methods. These results demon-
strate that NCMCL provides simpler operation and
more accurate positioning results than the other two
positioning methods, which makes it better adapted to
low-power requirements.

6.2 Interpretation of results
Location data associated with WSNs represents crit-
ical information. Current developments in localization
algorithms employed with WSNs seek to adopt posi-
tioning methods that are more robust and stable, and
more accurate and efficient while requiring a mini-
mum of resources. This paper proposed the NCMCL
method for providing accurate positioning ideally
suited to underground mining environments. Simula-
tion results conducted within the narrow roadway set-
ting of a coal mine demonstrated that the proposed
algorithm provided greatly improved positioning ac-
curacy and positioning stability than MCB and MCL.
Moreover, the computational complexity of the algo-
rithm was greatly reduced, and the number of mobile
nodes had minimal impact on the required computa-
tion time. The NCMCL positioning method is simpler
and more accurate than other commonly employed
methods, and is therefore more suitable for low-power
applications, as well as for implementation within sen-
sor chips.

Abbreviations
MCB: Monte Carlo localization boxed; MCL: Monte Carlo localization;
NCMCL: Narrow-channel Monte Carlo localization; WSN: Wireless sensor
network

Fig. 10 Algorithm running time comparison chart. The red is for MCL positioning uptime, green for MCB positioning uptime, and blue
CMCL positioning uptime. As can be seen, CMCL is much smaller than the other two positioning methods
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